A Global Network of Teachers and Their Professional Learning Systems
The Center for Teaching Quality (CTQ) is a national nonprofit that seeks to create a high-quality public education system for all students—driven by the bold ideas and expert practices of teachers. We connect, ready, and mobilize teachers to transform their profession.
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Our vision for the future of teaching can be seen in our book, TEACHING 2030 (Teachers College Press, 2011). For the past three years, CTQ has supported cohorts of teacherpreneurs from around the United States, partnering with school districts and local organizations to create “joint appointments” for classroom experts to continue teaching while also being afforded the time to incubate and execute their own ideas. Read more about our bold concept in Teacherpreneurs: Innovative Teachers Who Lead but Don’t Leave (Jossey-Bass, 2013).
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Of all the lessons learned of late from top-performing nations, one stands out: effective education systems include structures and time for teachers to learn to teach effectively and collaboratively.

Policy researchers have underscored that in nations and provinces whose students perform well on international measures of student achievement, teachers teach fewer hours so they have time to improve their pedagogical practices. Singapore, for example, takes a highly engineered approach to educational management and improvement. And in Shanghai, teachers do not teach more than 15 hours of lessons a week, and they are specifically trained in their preservice programs for collaborative teaching and learning. Policymakers in these two jurisdictions invest deeply in teachers, placing a premium on time for them to optimize instruction and lead from the classroom. While provinces in Canada, e.g., Ontario and Alberta, have developed some of these features, such examples are rare in the United States.

We hope to dig beneath the surface of these general features to elevate the voices and perspectives of those who teach in a variety of contexts. In this TeacherSolutions report from the Center for Teaching Quality, seven teachers from Shanghai, Singapore, Toronto, and three U.S. cities offer their perspectives on the professional learning systems they experience.

By all accounts, Shanghai and Singapore have identified targeted ways to improve teaching quality, including well-designed structures for professional learning, time for teachers to learn from one another, and evaluation systems linked to instructional improvement. Education leaders in the United States and (to some degree) Canada, however, have yet to do so—or at least to do so at scale. This divide does not seem to be about differences in culture as much as it is about policy leaders’ strategic work to create conditions necessary for effective teaching. In the United States, there are few concerted efforts to design school structures that allow teachers to learn in systematic ways.

Drawing on the rich descriptions of seven classroom experts, we offer the following recommendations:

- **Rethink how teachers’ time is allocated:** We have learned that more time for teachers to learn is not enough. As Noah Zeichner shared, even the limited time for collaboration and professional learning in Seattle is of limited value when it is sliced into small blocks of time, dispersed across several days of the week, and disconnected from the time colleagues have to work together and learn from one another.

- **Connect teacher evaluations with professional learning systems:** We have learned that tools and structures must be in place to align evaluation results and teacher learning. As Cynthia Seto and Irene Tan have indicated, Singapore has created specific learning communities so teams of teachers can focus on their goals, evidence, and action plans to improve instruction over their careers (beginning with their preservice preparation).

- **Value opportunities for teachers to learn from one another:** Xu Jianlan’s experience in Shanghai taught us how trust in teachers translates into increased time for collaboration and mentoring—giving novices the necessary time to develop while valuing and positioning their most experienced teachers to share their expertise.

- **Establish career pathways encouraging teachers to lead without leaving the classroom:** Ali Wright’s teacherpreneur schedule in Lexington (KY), much like what a university professor may have, has given her the unique time and space in the United States to incubate and execute her own ideas about professional learning communities, demonstrating how virtual learning networks can spread teacher expertise.

- **Expand professional learning offerings and access points:** Teachers in the 21st century expect to access professional development opportunities and experiences with the same ease they access their people, ideas, resources, and entertainment: on-demand, 24/7, and via mobile devices.

We are certain that many of the world’s 55 million teachers are ready to work with their system leaders to pursue these recommendations in the best interest of their students.
INTRODUCTION

Over the last 20 years, researchers have reached near-consensus on the best ways for teacher learning to benefit student achievement. Simply put, teachers “need time to develop, absorb, discuss, and practice new knowledge,” 1 and the actual work of professional development must be “sustained and intensive rather than brief and sporadic.” 2

For some time now, it’s been clear that teachers learn best when they focus on student work, and when their learning is integrated into their daily teaching.3

The world’s top-performing education systems have learned how to put these propositions into action, as journalists and others have made clear in recent years. Marc Tucker assessed “The Meaning of PISA” and how top-performers invest in teaching in a recent (December 2013) Education Week essay:

High-performing education systems started recruiting their teachers from their most talented high school graduates rather than their least talented graduates. They insisted that all their teachers really master the subjects they would teach and spend at least a year mastering the craft of teaching. They provided an extended period of mentoring for new teachers under the supervision of master teachers. They provided strong support for the continuing development of their existing teaching force. They constructed real career ladders for teachers and paid them well.4

Well-known journalist Tom Friedman, author of The World is Flat, did not mince words after a recent visit to Shanghai, finding there was “no secret” to the province’s rapid rise in PISA rankings—just “a deep commitment to teacher training, peer-to-peer learning and constant professional development.”5

In top-performing provinces (like Shanghai) and nations (including Finland and Singapore), teachers teach students only 12 to 18 hours a week, with the remainder of their non-teaching hours used working with colleagues on lesson preparation, visiting one another’s classrooms to study teaching, or engaging in professional discussions in their school or cluster.

Such practices are not readily found in other nations like the United States, where students do not fare nearly as well on PISA. This report, developed for the Asia Society’s Global Cities Education Network (GCEN), is the first by the Center for Teaching Quality (CTQ) and its growing virtual network of classroom experts to shed light on these different professional learning systems.

GCEN is a network of top-level leaders from ten urban school systems in North America and Asia: Denver, Hong Kong, Houston, Lexington (KY), Melbourne, Seattle, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, and Toronto. Over the last few years, GCEN has focused on common challenges and opportunities for improvement, particularly around three priorities:

1. deepening preservice clinical training and induction for teachers;
2. scaling quality instruction across systems; and
3. teaching and assessment of 21st-century skills.

Along the way, many questions have surfaced as to how teachers really learn to teach in more powerful ways.

Granted, it seems like every week another think tank publishes a report on how teachers are developed in top-performing nations, much like the one published in 2011 for the recent International Summit on the Teaching Profession. However, there is very little first-hand evidence from teachers themselves on how teaching and learning policies and practices work well, or don’t.
CTQ, with support from MetLife Foundation, is supporting seven classroom experts from six of the ten GCEN cities to contribute to teacher-led deliberations on this topic. We have worked with teachers identified by the system leaders from GCEN locales: Paul Charles (Toronto), Xu Jianlan (Shanghai), Cynthia Seto and Irene Tan (Singapore), Karen Wagner (Denver), Alison Wright (Lexington), and Noah Zeichner (Seattle). This team of teacher leaders assessed the research on teacher development and critiqued the professional learning systems in which they teach. The team studied inside the CTQ Collaboratory (and its new CTQ-Global geo lab) and deliberated with GCEN system leaders on webinars and at a convening in Singapore.

This first-of-its-kind gathering of a global network of teacher leaders to advance policy reforms would not be possible without support from MetLife Foundation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, as well as a virtual community that allows teachers across twelve hours of time zones to connect with and learn from one another.

What follows are the insights of these teacher leaders into their own learning systems, with a focus on how their professional development is structured, the time they have for it, and how their teaching practices are evaluated (we have also included the perspectives of these teachers’ colleagues who have recently joined the CTQ-Global community). Their words are not meant to be an exhaustive account. Not at all. More research and study of these issues is certainly needed. Linda Darling-Hammond and Marc Tucker are currently leading a new comprehensive study, to be released later this year, that will highlight sound, well-grounded empirical evidence regarding the teaching policies and practices of top-performing nations. CTQ is working closely with this research team to capture global perspectives on teacher time and leadership for 21st-century teaching and learning.

That said, we can learn much from the seven highly accomplished teachers whose viewpoints are represented in this CTQ-Global TeacherSolutions report. Their system leaders made it clear that they were some of the most effective teacher leaders in their cities.

In taking account of the first-hand experiences of these teachers, the differences among the six locales are often stark. As expected, we find that teachers in Singapore and Shanghai encounter far more well-developed professional learning systems than the disjointed ones typically experienced by their U.S. counterparts. (Toronto seems to fall in the middle.) However, as each of the seven teachers’ narratives unfolds, we begin to learn, with considerable nuance, how and why their professional learning systems differ as much as they do. We conclude with some recommendations on how to develop more insight into each of the GCEN priorities as well as the power and potential of an international network of teacher leaders who can share their policy and pedagogical expertise more widely.

- Barnett Berry, Founder and Partner, CTQ
- Kris Kohl, Global Partnerships and Engagement, CTQ

**STRUCTURE OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**

In Singapore and Shanghai, professional development is deeper and more pervasive, and clearly viewed as coherent, helpful, and even essential to teachers’ work. The systems found in Singapore and Shanghai rely primarily on practicing teachers as leaders of professional development, although the mentoring appears to be less reciprocal in Shanghai.

The seven teachers described the structured opportunities they currently have for continued professional development. For U.S. teachers, as has been reported elsewhere, professional development is episodic and often top-down as well as fragmented in its approach. Toronto teachers appear to have lots of opportunities to learn new concepts and skills, and new teachers can experience a rather coherent system of training over the first four years of their teaching career in the district. But as we describe in the next section, veteran teachers in Toronto, much like their American counterparts, have far less time to learn than their teaching colleagues in Asia. They also have fewer opportunities for the self-directed, on-demand professional development that they have come to expect in an era when content, information, and social networks can be accessed for free at the click of a button.
Teacher Perspectives on Professional Development

ALISON WRIGHT
Math Teacher and CTQ Teacherpreneur
Lexington, Kentucky | Lafayette High School

In Kentucky, teachers are required to obtain four days (which most districts consider 24 hours) of professional development (PD) during the school year. I use the word “obtain” with good reason. Typically, a school will have a “PD Plan” set forth for every teacher by the beginning of the year. For example, last year, my “PD Plan” included six hours of school-designated PD, six hours of professional learning community time, and twelve hours to be decided upon by me. The school-offered PD occurs before the school year begins, during the mandatory staff development day, and usually entails what our school will be involved in during the coming year. This year, for example, it focused on the new teacher effectiveness system, the school writing plan, and state-mandated Program Reviews. In those six hours we cover a lot, but I am not sure I would call it professional learning.

For the remaining twelve hours, teachers can choose what PD we want, but if it costs anything, it has to come out of our own personal pockets. Teachers are allowed to request to use money from school PD funds, although last school year, we had less than $5,000 to spend for more than 150 teachers.

As a CTQ teacherpreneur, I have far more time to learn than the vast majority of my fellow teachers in Lexington. My schedule this year for the first time allows me an opportunity to invest significant time in both teaching AND leading.

NOAH ZEICHER
Social Studies Teacher and CTQ Teacherpreneur
Seattle, Washington | Chief Sealth International High School

We seem to have two separate professional development systems for teachers in my district: one is for beginners, and the other is for everyone else. For example, I am proud to say that all first-year teachers in Seattle Public Schools are assigned a mentor teacher as part of the district’s mentor program. Mentors are experienced teachers who are released full-time to support a group of about 20 new teachers. I have been teaching in the district for nine years, and my experience with my mentor almost a decade ago was a very positive one. My mentor visited my classroom every few weeks and provided helpful feedback, and more importantly, a set of ears. She did not report to my principal; her observations were not evaluative. She was truly there to help me get my systems in place and develop confidence as a beginning teacher.

Some schools have funds set aside in their budgets for teachers to use for self-directed professional development. Many do not. If I want to attend a conference or training that is not part of the district’s offerings, I usually seek external funding. During my fourth year of teaching, I attended my first national conference. I applied for and received a grant from a local organization to pay for it. Since then, I have continually looked for funded opportunities to attend seminars and conferences that I think will help me grow professionally. Most require an extensive application, including letters of recommendation. Over the past few years, I have travelled to Washington D.C., New York City, and even Brazil to attend fully funded seminars and conferences.

In 2014-15, all teachers in my state will begin to transition to a new Professional Growth Plan system. Currently, for Washington teachers to renew their teaching licenses, they must complete a professional certification program (either National Board Certification or our state’s ProTeach program). Some more experienced teachers are able to document 150 hours of coursework or professional development workshops every five years to keep their teaching certificates valid. Most school districts offer salary increases for accrued credits and clock hours through the 15th year of teaching. Soon our PD plans will be developed in the beginning of each school year and will be aligned with the teacher evaluation system.
KAREN WAGNER
Third Grade Teacher
Denver, Colorado | Polaris Elementary School

In my district, teachers only have three official professional days annually, and what we experience is pretty much determined by the principal and/or district. Our School Leadership Team (a small group composed of the principal and a few teachers and parents) can provide input, and we seem to be fortunate to have a fair amount of say. For example, it was a teacher who convinced our principal that we need to switch to the Math in Focus (MIF) curriculum we currently use and the accompanying professional development that comes along with it. We can offer suggestions as long as the professional development is aligned with our district’s Unified Improvement Plan (UIP), which is revised every year. Last year, our focus was on improving student achievement in math, as measured by the state accountability examination for Colorado.

Teacher leaders deliver some of the content on professional development days, using district-provided materials. But most of our extended professional development is dominated by outside trainers. For example, a MIF trainer came on one of our PD days in August to work with us to address any struggles we had with the curriculum. The trainer also helped us look at ways we could measure the curriculum’s effectiveness by collecting whole school data on unit pre/post tests throughout the year. On another day (in October), the trainer taught demonstration lessons that we planned together and debriefed about afterwards. And the MIF trainer visited our school twice in December and in February to observe and critique two math lessons led by one of our third grade teachers.

There are some ways that I believe this PD could have been more effective. It would have been helpful if the PD had been more frequent (every two weeks at minimum) for a shorter period of time. We also had to spend a great deal of time determining how to change the sequence of the Math in Focus units so that students would be exposed to key concepts (fractions, angles, measurement) before taking the state accountability examination in March. It’s unfortunate that even our professional development time wasn’t immune from the influence of high-stakes testing.

We do have other opportunities. For example, I had the chance to hear some great speakers, like Lucy Calkins, as part of my district’s speaker series. Teachers may seek our own professional development opportunities outside the district, and many do, but we do not have a way to coordinate our learning.

Teachers may seek our own professional development opportunities outside the district, and many do, but we do not have a way to coordinate our learning.

XU JIANLAN
Primary Science Master Teacher
Shanghai, China | Han Wen Primary School, Qin Pu District

I am very much involved with our system of lesson study, which is central to how Shanghai approaches professional development. Lesson study, when we observe one another teaching the same lesson, has allowed teachers to transform their focus from their own teaching to students’ learning. We used to sit at the front of the classroom lecturing. Now we are sitting beside students, observing their emotions and dispositions when encountering challenges. And with our observations and reviews of lesson videos, we are able to coach teachers to transform their instructional plans.

I have been teaching for fifteen years, and much has changed in how teachers are prepared. Teachers are now taught research methods during their professional preparation and expected to use them as they work with colleagues in lesson study to improve their teaching practices. We often spend hours assessing one 45-minute lesson, and often record detailed case studies of student learning.

We have many master teachers. They are called Jiao yan yuan, which means “teaching researcher.” Every subject has its own teacher researcher.

We have many master teachers. They are called Jiao yan yuan, which means “teaching researcher.” They are promoted from the best teachers from all kinds of schools, and every subject has its own teaching researcher. More than 1,000 work in this role full-time. Many more, like me, teach students while also working as a teaching researcher. It varies in different districts, schools, and subjects.

Each month, for each subject, a school in our district hosts a public class for other teachers in the district to visit. Likewise, within each school, a public class is offered weekly for teachers in the school to visit.

Most teachers spend many hours each year on their professional development. We are required to have 360 hours of professional development every five years, but many teachers spend much more time on their learning. As we learn, we get to develop and apply our research skills and investigate teaching and learning in order to solve instructional problems as well as develop our own inquiry abilities. Also, teachers with less than five years of experience often have two mentors and are expected to offer demonstration lessons.
mentoring, and professional development. NTIP supports are focused on key areas of the New Teacher Induction Program (NTIP), which provides a range of supports, including orientation, classroom management, basic counseling of students, working with parents, and how to reflect on and analyze their practice. Each new teacher is assigned a mentor who teaches the same subject. The NTIP also allows for some to be appointed as teaching fellows to teach in NIE for up to three years.

Like Seattle, the Toronto District School Board offers new teachers a special training program, funded centrally by the province. All novices participate in the New Teacher Induction Program (NTIP), which provides a range of supports, including orientation, mentoring, and professional development. NTIP supports are focused on key areas of need identified by new teachers, including classroom management, communication with parents, assessment and evaluation, and work with special-needs students. We have related beginning teacher programs for first- and second-year as well as third- and fourth-year novices. This means we don’t have a one-size-fits-all program for new teachers. We also have a training program for mentors who provide support. First- and second-year teachers receive up to three days of release time per year, and third- and fourth-year teachers have up to one day of release time. This is helpful, but not enough.

The district offers a wide variety of learning modules at no cost to teachers. These include “Small Group Learning,” “Student Work Is the Work,” “Aboriginal Voices,” “Culturally Responsive and Relevant Pedagogy,” “Culturally Responsive and Relevant Pedagogy in Kindergarten,” and “Community Voice and Space.” Teachers are offered this kind of professional development through teleconference, podcasts and face-to-face training. The modules take anywhere from a half day to five full days to complete. The district pays attention to teachers’ professional development needs by surveying us routinely, and as a result, new learning modules are added regularly.

Teachers also have the opportunity to pursue Additional Qualifications (AQ) on an ongoing basis to expand their knowledge and skills in subjects they are already qualified to teach, as well as to acquire knowledge in new subject areas. Unlike system-provided professional learning opportunities, AQ courses are offered by teacher education institutions at a cost to teachers ($650-$800 per course, depending on the course type and the institution offering the course). Institutions offer various means by which teachers are able to engage in learning (e.g. in-person, blended learning, and online). However, I am not sure our system is as responsive as it needs to be. As I will speak to later, we have far too little time to lead the kind of professional development we need.

"Distributive leadership that allows for new collaboration will be necessary in order to ensure multiple voices are part of [professional learning systems].”

Karen Murray, Toronto District School Board, Coordinator of Teachers Learning and Leading Department
TIME FOR PROFESSIONAL LEARNING IN SIX GLOBAL CITIES

Typical Teacher Schedules

- Most teachers work at least 50 hours a week, well beyond their contract days.
- In Shanghai and Singapore, teachers teach students 10 to 18 hours a week.
- In the U.S and Canada, teachers teach students 25 to 32 hours a week.
- Singapore and Shanghai schedule additional time for teachers to engage in collaborative learning.

NOTE
Teaching schedules represent the typical experiences of the CTG-Global TeacherSolutions team and their colleagues. These are estimates and are not intended to represent all teachers in their respective school systems.
In top-performing systems, teachers teach fewer lessons to students so that they can engage in high-quality professional development with their colleagues.

The stark reality is that Shanghai and Singapore system leaders have no problem structuring time for teachers to learn. In these two top-performing systems, teachers teach fewer lessons to students so that they can engage in high-quality professional development with their colleagues.

Examining the schedules of the teachers, we were struck by another palpable point of difference between the Asian and North American systems. Teachers in the United States and Canada have the same schedule day in and day out, while their counterparts in Shanghai and Singapore have different responsibilities and assignments, offering them much more variety in their daily work. In addition, U.S. teachers tend to experience fragmented professional learning, especially compared to their Asian counterparts.

When opportunities to plan and work with colleagues are divided into small blocks of time and dispersed over the course of several weeks, maintaining focus and momentum on a set of professional learning goals proves challenging. And when teachers are limited to in-person training or a predetermined set of web-based options, their ability to engage with content available through virtual learning networks, open source materials, and popular online media (e.g. TED-Ed Talks) is stifled.

Teacher Perspectives on Professional Learning

ALISON WRIGHT
Lexington, Kentucky

Before I began serving as a CTQ teacherpreneur (teaching high school math classes three days a week and leading Common Core reforms the rest of the week), I would typically work at least 50 hours each week. In a typical week, I would spend about 28 hours teaching, supervising, or tutoring students, and another 20 or more hours planning and grading. Over the last several years, I have been able to spend about four hours on professional learning and collaboration each week. However, I typically do not see another teacher teach at all unless I am involved in our state’s mentoring program (which I am this year). I have not had another teacher observe me teaching at all during this school year, except for a 20-minute peer observation that was conducted last semester as a part of our new teacher evaluation pilot.

Most teachers in my school collaborate predominantly through professional learning community (PLC) meetings, which are mandatory and occur every other week. Teachers can receive PD hours for the first six PLC hours, but not for any more.

In some cases, the district provides support for teachers from the same content area to meet and collaborate. This is the case for math teachers, since there is a district math coordinator. (There is a content specialist at the district level for English, math, science, and social studies.)

These convenings are designed to share resources and discuss best classroom practices, but they are episodic. Usually, the district has a grant to support meetings that happen during the school day. This year, we are working together, with some release time, as a part of a foundation-funded Common Core grant. But most often, teachers meet voluntarily after hours on their own time.

NOAH ZEICHNER
Seattle, Washington

A typical secondary teacher in Seattle Public Schools works 7.5 contractual hours a day, but most work far more than 37.5 hours a week. Our 7.5 hour contract day includes half an hour before school, half an hour after school, a 30-minute duty-free lunch, and a 50-minute planning period. A full course load includes five classes for secondary teachers. Elementary school teachers’ schedules are similar. Per union contract, teachers are required to participate in up to one after-school meeting per week that extends one hour.
We are expected to give public lessons, have our teaching reviewed, and then revise our lessons.

XU JIANLAN
Shanghai, China

I only teach about nine hours of lessons a week, and this gives me time to help other teachers in our school. The most that teachers teach is about twelve hours of lessons. We meet in research groups three hours a week, and all teachers are assigned to at least one group. We are expected to give public lessons (gongkaike) to have our teaching reviewed, and then revise our lessons.

I am a science subject leader, and I am expected to give demonstration lessons. We are supposed to share our lessons and help underachieving schools. This is the job of the teacher. We also make sure teachers teaching the same subject in the same school have the same schedules. But a teaching researcher (Jiao yan yuan) supports many teachers.

Beyond the workday. When all instructional and non-instructional hours are added up, secondary teachers are formally in front of students for a little more than 26 hours a week. This accounts for approximately 70% of the total contractual workweek.

The ten to eleven contractual hours per week that teachers have for non-instructional activities (planning, grading, professional collaboration, meeting with students, contacting parents, etc.) is highly fragmented. The time is broken into 30-minute segments before and after school and a daily 50-minute planning period. This does not create extended periods of time for teachers to engage in professional learning or other activities that are necessary for being effective teachers.

In actuality, the vast majority of teachers work well beyond their contractual hours.

My personal work schedule is unique. Through a partnership between Seattle Public Schools and the Center for Teaching Quality, I serve as a teacherpreneur in a hybrid role. I teach two classes a day, and I am released the rest of the time to work on a variety of projects that support my district, my school, and CTQ (including work on this report). Typically, I teach in the mornings and engage in leadership work in the afternoons—and well into the evening.

In our high school, the monthly PLC meetings are organized by academic department. Within the social studies department, we have subdivided into smaller groups. I participate with three other teachers in a PLC dedicated to improving our teaching and assessment of collaborative group skills. We design common instructional strategies and assessment tools, test them out, analyze the results, and then improve them. My PLC work is integrated into my individualized goals for the year and my evaluation. Specifically, I am measuring student growth according to speaking and listening standards when using the tools that we develop in our PLC. But we have too little time for this important work.

In actuality, the vast majority of teachers work well beyond their contractual hours.

KAREN WAGNER
Denver, Colorado

On average, I work about 50 hours a week. About 30 of those hours are devoted to teaching or supervising students. We do not have an official amount of time each week that is allocated for professional learning with colleagues. Most schools in our district have 90 minutes devoted weekly to professional learning, but my school does not. Some teachers have resisted more professional learning time because they do not feel like they have enough time to plan for the individual lessons that they teach, and many are skeptical as to whether any “mandated” professional learning time will actually be worthwhile. Our professional learning is fragmented throughout the year—perhaps two hours a month on average.

Another teacher (peer observer) will observe my teaching twice each school year through a new evaluation system we have called Leading Effective Academic Practice (LEAP). My principal, who was formerly a teacher, also observes me twice a year. But it’s extremely rare for another teacher in my building to see me teach. It only happened once last year when another colleague observed one of my math lessons—and the feedback was very informal.

One structured way that teachers improve their teaching practices is through Professional Development Units (PDUs). When we complete a PDU, we receive a financial incentive of $762.36 that is base-building to our salaries. But while some of the PDUs have been helpful, they often feel fragmented and not clearly connected to the work I am doing in the classroom. And an enormous amount of time is spent documenting the work in a specific format.

PAUL CHARLES
Toronto, Canada

My work week is officially about 35 hours long, 25 of which I spend in front of students delivering direct instruction. Each week, I formally collaborate with my colleagues for about an hour and engage in about three hours of professional learning that is not tied explicitly to my Annual Learning Plan.

Opportunities do exist for teachers to observe one another in the classroom, but the current structure and/or environment does not necessarily support this practice. For example, in order for me to observe another teacher, I would have to plan for a “supply” teacher (we call them Occasional Teachers) to cover my class. Also, I have noticed that there are a significant number of teachers in my system who are not comfortable being observed by their colleagues, which is possibly due to teachers feeling that they are being evaluated rather than engaging in a mutually beneficial practice. I have approximately four hours each week to devote to preparation, but that is not nearly enough time to prepare for what students need, so I spend an additional five to ten hours planning each week.

To avoid bringing too much of a workload home each day, which was customary for me...
during my first few years in the classroom, I arrive an hour early, work through lunch by choice (another hour) and during recess periods (30 minutes). This is a consistent daily schedule that I stick to in order to preserve my time at home for family. On weekends I spend two to three hours preparing for the week ahead, reviewing assessment results from the previous week and modifying my instructional plans accordingly. This is the habit of most teachers.

Ideally, I would like to have time to collaborate and co-plan with my colleagues during the instructional day as often as possible—preferably on a daily basis. I would teach for a couple hours before a block to observe the instruction of colleagues, reflect on lessons learned, and co-develop plans for improvement based on our conversations. Following afternoon instruction, there would be another block of reflection and collaboration, leaving time to independently process my learning and modify strategies for the following day’s instruction.

CYNTHIA SETO and IRENE TAN
Singapore

Teachers in Singapore teach students for 10-18 hours a week, depending on our job designations and schools’ deployment. The typical instructional timetable is from 7:30 a.m. to about 1:30 p.m. Teachers may also have co-curricular activities and supplementary or remedial lessons with students on one or two afternoons.

All teachers are entitled to 100 hours of Professional Development (PD) provided by the Ministry, including extended workshops (up to four days) or mini-courses that last ten weeks (up to four months in some cases). The 100 hours of PD include at least one hour a week to meet with subject- and grade-level peers in professional learning teams. The Ministry also sponsors teachers to attend local and overseas conferences.

Teachers have three career tracks (Teaching, Leadership, and Specialist) to choose from. Depending on performance and potential, a teacher who opts to be in the Teaching Track will move from being a Senior Teacher to becoming a Principal Master Teacher whose responsibilities include mentoring and pedagogical leadership. For the Leadership Track, the teacher moves from Subject Head or Head of Department to Principalship or other leadership roles in the Ministry. Teachers on the Specialist Track move from Senior Specialist to becoming Principal Specialist.

I arrive an hour early, work through lunch by choice (another hour) and during recess periods (30 minutes). This is a consistent daily schedule that I stick to in order to preserve my time at home for family.

O ver the last several years in the United States, there has been much debate over teacher evaluation, rightfully long derided for its lack of both rigor and helpfulness. School reformers in America lament that too many ineffective teachers do not receive poor ratings, and those who teach lament the lack of high-quality feedback on their teaching. In Denver, Lexington, and Seattle, teachers are just beginning to experience new teaching evaluation systems that are built on formulas derived from highly structured classroom observations and scoring rubrics as well as value-added statistical gains calculated from year-to-year student test scores. The systems in Toronto as well as Singapore and Shanghai are quite different, with a greater focus on holistic assessments co-constructed by administrators and teachers. The Singapore and Shanghai systems do not use student test scores in calculating teaching effectiveness, instead incorporating a much wider range of measures.

In Denver, Lexington, and Seattle, teachers are just beginning to experience new teaching evaluation systems that are built on formulas derived from highly structured classroom observations and scoring rubrics as well as value-added statistical gains calculated from year-to-year student test scores. The systems in Toronto as well as Singapore and Shanghai are quite different, with a greater focus on holistic assessments co-constructed by administrators and teachers. The Singapore and Shanghai systems do not use student test scores in calculating teaching effectiveness, instead incorporating a much wider range of measures.

In these two locales, classroom observations do not involve checklists. Most observations are conducted by master teachers who use their professional judgment in assessing teaching effectiveness. Singapore’s system focuses on how well teachers win the hearts and minds of students and spread their expertise to colleagues.
Teacher Perspectives on Teacher Evaluation

KAREN WAGNER
Denver, CO

Denver launched a new teacher evaluation system called Leading Effective Academic Practice (LEAP) a few years ago. Teachers are observed twice a year by their principal. In addition, newer teachers and teachers who do not receive high enough scores on their evaluations are assigned a peer observer. Both principals and peer observers use Denver's Framework for Effective Teaching as a way to score these evaluations. The framework includes both the Learning Environment (Positive Classroom Culture and Climate, Classroom Management) and Instruction (Masterful Content Delivery and High-Impact Instructional Moves).

Beyond formal observation, teachers are also evaluated based on student growth, student perception surveys, and professionalism.

My evaluation is not strongly connected to professional learning. I can receive a bonus through completing a PDU, but the work is not connected to my evaluation. I'm assessed as a teacher based on observations (either from my principal or peer-observer), professionalism (teacher provides evidence for this), student perception surveys, and student test scores. Our evaluation system has been piloted by our school for the past three years, and this is the first year that student growth will be incorporated into how we will be judged. We are going to receive a score for student growth this year, but it is unclear as to exactly how that will be calculated.

I will also be judged on how I collaborate with other teachers in ways that positively impact student outcomes as well as advocate for and engage students, families and the community to support academic achievement. It is unclear as to how I will be judged, but I know I will have to provide documentation.

ALISON WRIGHT
Lexington, Kentucky

In our state’s new evaluation system, I will be assessed on my performance in the five domains of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Effective Teaching: Planning and Preparation, Classroom Environment, Instruction, Professional Responsibilities, and Student Growth. Each domain has several components, and each of those has its own set of elements. There are a lot of elements—eighty in all.

For the student growth domain, four elements are used to determine overall evaluation. Teachers are responsible for writing their own student growth goals, and then one-fourth of the components are determined by student growth percentiles.

Our evaluation system is based on how we develop students’ learning habits, not their test scores. (Test scores are important in Shanghai, but we are not evaluated on them).

XU JIANLAN
Shanghai, China

Our evaluation system is based on how we develop students’ learning habits, not their test scores. (Test scores are important in Shanghai, but we are not evaluated on them). We are also evaluated holistically on our participation in collaborative professional development and lesson study. The teaching researchers make decisions about teachers’ promotion. I believe the system works well because we get to see one another teach a great deal. Teaching is very public in Shanghai. We get training in how to observe one another’s classrooms. We are also expected to diagnose student learning, develop effective lesson plans, reflect critically on our practice, and conduct research-oriented teaching.

CYNTHIA SETO and IRENE TAN
Singapore

As teachers in Singapore, we are assessed holistically on how well we develop the children we teach. The Ministry recently established the Teacher Growth Model (TGM), which includes expectations that we will develop as ethical educators, competent professionals, collaborative learners, community builders, and transformational leaders. Our system includes a focus on teachers’ contributions to pastoral care and wellbeing.
“Teachers are assessed by administrators and peers on how well they teach, the personal care they offer their students, their relationships with parents, and their contributions to the school and beyond. I cannot decide who is an effective teacher and who is not by myself.”

Frederick Yeo, Principal, CREST Secondary School, Singapore

As the primary evaluators, school administrators have had to change their evaluation practices. With increased paperwork and rigor in the evaluation process, it is critical to have conversations that provide helpful feedback to both administrators and teachers being observed.

In 2012, I asked several colleagues what advice they have for administrators who are implementing our state’s new evaluation system. Responses included those below:

1. Principals need a better understanding of content- and subject-specific teaching techniques.
2. Secondary school, Singapore

Paul Charles
Toronto, Canada

Our evaluation system is intended to provide teachers with meaningful appraisals that encourage professional learning and growth. New teachers are appraised twice within their first twelve months of employment and must achieve two “satisfactory” ratings in order to receive their certification of qualification record from the Ontario College of Teachers. Experienced teachers are normally appraised once every five years, although a teacher can be evaluated at any time if there is a performance concern.

The key components of the Teacher Performance Appraisal (TPA), which is conducted by the principal, includes a pre-observation meeting, classroom observation, a post-observation meeting, and a summative report. Novice teachers are evaluated on eight of sixteen competency statements based in three domains (Commitment to Pupils and Pupil Learning, Professional Knowledge, and Teaching Practice), whereas experienced teachers are appraised on all sixteen competencies.

Experienced teachers must also complete an Annual Learning Plan (ALP), which outlines their plan for professional growth. In collaboration with their principals, teachers set growth goals, along with a rationale, a set of strategies, and an action plan for achieving them. The ALP is teacher-directed and teacher-authored. Teachers engage in ongoing professional development on a voluntary basis related to their own professional learning needs.
Conclusions

In a compelling 2011 report from the National Center for Education and the Economy, Marc Tucker makes the case that, in top-performing nations, teachers are prepared with research skills in their preservice training so that they can lead the alignment of professional development with instructional improvement processes (including evaluation). The narratives penned by our teacher colleagues from Shanghai and Singapore inform us as to how they experience the nexus of professional learning and teaching effectiveness. On the other hand, Tucker pointed out:

In the United States, teachers are generally the objects of research rather than participants in the research process itself. The topics for professional development are often chosen by administrators in the central office rather than by teachers seeking to improve their own practice on terms of their choosing. Because the topics chosen for professional development are typically not the topics the teachers would have chosen, they often perceive the professional development they get as not particularly helpful. 7

In a March 2014 report from Grattan Institute, Ben Jensen offered cutting-edge information and practical advice on how to find more time for teachers to learn and lead. He also points out clearly the characteristics of intensive professional learning programs found in high-performing education systems across the globe:

(1) teacher mentoring and coaching that is intensive and involves regular classroom observation and feedback;
(2) lesson and grade groups, in which teachers work together to plan lessons, examine student progress, and discuss alternative approaches;
(3) research groups of teachers who identify a research topic (how to introduce a new pedagogy, for example) and analyze the evidence of what works and what doesn’t;
(4) teacher appraisal where teachers receive meaningful feedback on how they can improve teaching and student learning; and
(5) classroom observation that provides constructive and immediate feedback.8

But perhaps most importantly, Jensen’s previous report noted that in top-performing locales such as Shanghai and Singapore, teachers are “partners in reform.”9

We know full well that teachers are ready to learn from one another—working with administrators and policy leaders to create the kind of professional learning systems that support effective teaching for 21st-century schools. No doubt many more teachers than the handful who worked on this report are frustrated by the lack of coherence between what they are expected to teach their students and how they are to learn to teach more effectively. Karen Wagner, from Denver, offered us a compelling way to conclude this report by asking a number of simple questions:

If sufficient time is allocated so teachers can collaborate, what structures need to be in place so this time can be used effectively?

By all accounts, Shanghai and Singapore have figured out answers to these questions. Education leaders in the United States and (to some degree) Canada have yet to do so—or at least do so at scale. This does not seem to be about differences in culture as much as it is about policy leaders’ strategic work to create conditions necessary for effective teaching. In the United States, there are few concerted efforts to design school structures that allow teachers to learn in systematic ways. We know there is a better way—and the paths that must be traveled are sufficiently well known. With these issues in mind, we offer the following recommendations:

Rethink how teachers’ time is allocated: We have learned that more time for teachers to learn is not enough. As Noah Zeichner shared, even the limited time for collaboration and professional learning in Seattle is of limited value when it is sliced into small blocks of time, dispersed across several days of the week, and disconnected from the time colleagues have to work together and learn from one another.

Connect teacher evaluations with professional learning systems: We have learned that tools and structures must be in place to align evaluation results and teacher learning. As Cynthia Seto and Irene Tan have indicated, Singapore has created specific learning communities so teams of teachers can focus on their goals, evidence, and action plans to improve instruction over their careers (beginning with their preservice preparation).

Value opportunities for teachers to learn from one another: Xu Jianlan’s experience in Shanghai taught us how trust in teachers translates into increased time for collaboration and mentoring—giving novices the necessary time to develop while valuing and positioning their most experienced teachers to share their expertise.

Establish career pathways encouraging teachers to lead without leaving the classroom: Ali Wright’s new teacherpreneur schedule in Lexington (KY), much like what a university professor may have, has given her the unique time and space in the United States to incubate and execute her own ideas about professional learning communities, demonstrating how virtual learning networks can spread teacher expertise.

Expand professional learning offerings and access points: Teachers in the 21st century expect to access professional development opportunities and experiences with the same ease they access their people, ideas, resources, and entertainment: on-demand, 24/7, and via mobile devices.

We are certain that the world’s 55 million teachers are ready to work with their system leaders to pursue these recommendations in the best interest of their students.
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